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Abstract 
We study the hypergraph ~(P) whose vertices are the points of a finite poset and whose edges 
are the maximal intervals in P (i.e. sets of the form I = {v ~ P:p <~ v <<. q}, p minimal, q maxi- 
mal). We mention resp. show that the problems of the determination of the independence 
number c~, the point covering number , the matching number vand the edge covering number 
p are NP-complete. For interval orders we describe polynomial algorithms and prove the 
K6nig property (v = 3) and the dual K6nig property (~ = p). Finally we show that the (dual) 
K6nig property is preserved by product. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout let (P, ~<) be a finite poset (usually we simply write P instead of 
(P, ~< )). A subset I of P of the form I = {v e P: p ~< v ~< q } (denoted by [p, q]) is called 
an interval. If, in addition, p (resp. q) is a minimal (resp. maximal) element of P, 
then [p,q] is called a maximal interval. We use the notation p <q if p ~ q and 
[p,q] = {p,q}, i.e. if there is no element between p and q. Let 3(P) be the family of 
maximal intervals of P. The hypergraph ~(P)= (P,3(P)) whose points are the 
elements of P and whose edges are the maximal intervals of P is said to be the 
order-interval hypergraph of P. Often we write briefly 19 = (P, :3). 
We present he following definitions for the order-interval hypergraph, but they 
hold also for general hypergraphs. A subset A (resp. T) of P is called independent (resp. 
a point cover or transversal set) if every edge of.~ contains at most one point ofA (resp. 
at least one point of T). A subset 9Jl (resp. ~tl) of :3 is called a matehin 9 (resp. an edye 
cover) if every point of P is contained in at most one member of ~lJ/(resp. at least one 
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member of 9t). Let 
e(.~(P)) := max{lAI :A is independent}, 
z(.~(P)) := min{lT]: T is a point cover}, 
v(~(P)) := max{]9-~] : 9J/is a matching}, 
p(5(P)):= min{191]: 91 is an edge cover}. 
These numbers are called the independence number, the point covering number, the 
matching number, and the edge covering number of .~(P), respectively. We say that 
.~ has the Kgnig property if 
v(~) = ~(~). 
For p e P let (p):= {I e 3 :p  ~ I} and (P):= {(p):p e P}. The dual hypergraph 9" of 
.~ is the hypergraph with vertex set 3 and edge set (P), i .e . .~*= (3,(P)). It is 
well-known and easy to see that 
~(.~) = v(.~*) and p(.~) = r(.~*). 
So we say that .~ has the dual K6nig property if 
c~(.~) = p(.~), i.e. v(.~*) = r(.~*). 
If we replace maximal intervals by maximal chains in our definitions, then this new 
hypergraph has the K6nig and the dual K6nig property, and the parameters v = z (the 
cutset number of P) as well as e = p (the width of P) can be determined polynomially 
using max-flow algorithms. 
Motivated by the construction of minimal polynomials for symmetric Boolean 
functions, Voigt and Wegener [11] determined the number p(~(P)) if P consists of 
consecutive l vels of the Boolean lattice, and in [2] we studied the numbers e and 
p more generally. In particular we have shown that the problems of the determination 
of ~ and p are NP-complete. In this paper we show that also the problems of the 
determination f v and z are NP-complete. Our main results concern interval orders. 
For them the order-interval hypergraph has the Kfnig property and the dual K6nig 
property and the corresponding parameters v = z (resp. c~ = p) can be polynomially 
determined using a primal-dual greedy algorithm (resp. a parenthesization algorithm). 
Finally we mention that the (dual) K6nig property is preserved by product. 
2. NP-completeness 
Theorem 1. The problem of deciding v(~(P)) >~ k (with input P and k) is NP-complete. 
Proof. Obviously this problem belongs to the class NP. To prove the completeness we 
reduce the decision problem ~(.~(P)) i> k (which is known to be NP-complete by [2]) 
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to our problem. Given a poset P we define a new poset Q on the disjoint union 
Q = Pw3(P)wP', where P' = {p':p e P} (i.e. its elements are copies of elements of P) 
and where the ordering is the transitive closure of the following relations: 
ForpeP ,  Ie3(P )  we havep <0I ,  
fo r le3(P ) ,p 'eP '  we have I<Qp' i f fpe I .  
Then c~(.~(P)) = v(~(Q)) since for a given independent set A of .~(P) the intervals 
[p,p'] with pea form a matching of .~(Q) and for a given matching 
{[Pl ,q' l ]  . . . . .  [P,q't]} of .~(Q) the elements ql . . . . .  qt form an independent set 
of 8(P). [] 
Theorem 2. The problem of decidin9 z(.~(P)) <~ k (with input P and k) is NP-complete. 
Proof. We reduce the problem p(.~(P)) <<. k (see [2]) to our problem. Given P we 
define a new poset Q on the disjoint union Q = Pw~(P)w~'(P)wP', where 
~'(P) := {I':I e ~(P)} (copy of ~(P)) and P' := {p':p e P} (copy of P) and where the 
ordering is the transitive closure of the following relations: 
ForpeP ,  le3(P )  wehavep <Ql i f fpe l ,  
for I e ~(P), I '  e 3'(P) we have I <QI', 
for I '  e 3(P), p' e P we have I' <Qp' iff p e I. 
Then p(~(P))= z(.~(Q)). The inequality '~>'  follows by observing that for an 
edge cover 9t of .~(P) the same set ~R is a point cover of .~(Q) since for every p e P 
there is some I e ~R with p e I, and every interval [p, q'] in Q contains this I by 
our construction. To prove the inequality ' ~< ' let T be a point cover of ~(Q). 
Starting with T construct a set 9t of edges of .~(P} as follows: For p e Tc~P take 
any Ip containing p, for Ie  Tn3  take this I, for I ' e  Tc~3' take I, and for 
p' e Tc~P' take any Ip containing this p. Of course, [~R[ ~< IT[ (may be, some edges 
are repeated). Our set 9t is an edge cover of ~(P) since for p e TriP or p' e Tc~P' we 
have p e Ip e ~, and for p¢TnP,  p'q~Tc~P' there must be some I e Tc~.~ or some 
I' e Tn.3'  such that p < I < p' resp. p < I' < p' which implies by our construction 
pe le~.  [] 
3. Interval orders 
A poset P is called an interval order if there is a mapping q~ from P into the set of 
closed intervals on the real line such that for all p, qeP  we have p < q iff 
sup ~0(p)< inf~p(q). Let us denote the left (resp. right) endpoint of the interval 
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(p(p) by l(p) (resp. r(p)) (i.e. l(p)<~ r(p)). Interval orders have been studied and 
characterized by several researchers, e.g. Fishburn [5] and M6hring [7]. 
Theorem 3. I f  P is an interval order, then the order-interval hypergraph as the K6ni9 
property, i.e. v(~(P)) = z(~(P)). 
Proof. We will present an algorithmic proof of this result. The algorithm consists of 
two phases. In the first phase, the primal phase, we construct greedily a matching. In 
the second phase, the dual phase, we determine a point cover. It will be straightforward 
that both the matching and the point cover are of the same size, hence they are 
maximum and minimum, respectively. It will also be obvious that indeed a matching 
is constructed. The non-trivial part consists of the verification that indeed a point 
cover is determined. 
Let Pl, ... ,P~ be the minimal elements of P where without loss of generality 
r(pl) >1 ... >~ r(p,), and let ql, ..., qt be the maximal elements of P where without loss 
of generality l(ql) >~ ... >>- l(qt). We may assume that P has no isolated points (points 
which are both minimal and maximal), i.e. r(pl)  < l(ql) and r(ps) < l(qt) (otherwise 
delete iteratively such points and add them back at the end to the point cover and, as 
one element edges, to the matching). Let us define functions f : ,~(P)~ ~ and 
F :3 (P )  --* P: For I = [p,q] E,3(P) let 
f l (q)  if p <q, 
f ( I ) := (min{r (v ) :p  < v < q} otherwise, 
fq  if p <q, 
F( I) := 
any v with p < v < q, r(v) =f( I )  otherwise. 
Primal phase - -  matching algorithm 
Initialization: Let j l  := kl := 1, 11 := [pj,,q,,], 9Jr:= {11}. 
Iteration i: Determine 
ki+l := min{h:ki  < h <~ t and l(qh) <.f(I i)}, 
ji+ 1 := min{g:j i  < 9 <. s and r(po) < I(q,,+,)}. 
If one of the minima does not exist, then stop. Otherwise let Ii+x := [pj .... qk,+,], 
9J~ := 9J~w{Ii+ 1 }, and return. 
Let in the end 9Y~ = {11, ... ,Iv}; we use already here the letter v for the number 
of edges in the matching though v = v(~(P)) will follow only by the verification 
of the next algorithm. For the second phase we introduce a dummy new minimal 
element Ps+l and a dummy new maximal element qt+lCPs+l ,  and put 
Jr+ 1 := s + 1, k~+ 1 := t + 1 (this makes the description and the verification of the 
algorithm somewhat simpler). 
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Dual phase - -  point covering algorithm 
In i t ia l izat ion.  Let c~ + 1 := P; .... T := 0. 
I te rat ion  i ( i  = v, v - 1, . . . ,  1): I f j i+ l  - j i  = 1 and Ci+l ~ qk,+, 
else put c~ : -  F(I i ) ;  
set T := T~{c i} ,  and return until i = 1. 
then put c i := p j, 
As ment ioned in the beginning all we have to do is the verification that in the end 
T = {G, c~_ 1, . . . ,  Cl } is indeed a point cover. Let us mention two observat ions which 
we need in the following. 
Observation 1. I f  i < v and j i  < g <J i+ l ,  then r(po) .>1 l(qk,+,). 
Proof. Otherwise we have a contradict ion to the choice of j~+l in the pr imal 
phase. [ ]  
Observation 2. I f  ci+ l = qk,., ~ T but qk,+,- lq~ T, then pj, ~ qk, and ci < qs  fo r  all 
m = 1 . . . . .  ki+ 1 - 1. 
Proof. By construction, c i=F( I i ) .  If ki = ki+ 1 - -1 ,  the definition of F implies 
Pj, ~qk , ,  and we have c~ < qk,. Since l (q l)>~ "'" >>-l(qk,) it follows also c~ < q,,, 
m = 1, . . . ,  k~ + 1 - -  1 = ki. If k~ < ki+ 1 - 1, from iteration i of the pr imal phase (defini- 
tion of ki+ 1) we derive l(qk,) >~ l(qk,.1-1) > f ( I i )  = r(ei) which implies ci < qk , , -1 ,  i.e. 
ci < qm, m = 1, . . . ,  k i+ 1 - 1 ,  and in part icular  pj, ~ qk,. [] 
Let 3~ (resp. 3 ~) be the set of intervals from ~(P)  whose minimal (resp. maximal) 
element belongs to {p j,, p j,+ 1, . . - ,  P~,+,- 1 } (resp. {qk,, qk,+ 1, " . . ,  q*, . , -  1 }) and whose 
maximal  (resp. minimal) element belongs to {qx . . . . .  qk, . , -  1 } (resp. { P l, . . . ,  P j,+,- 1 }) "  
Obviously,  it is enough to show that for i = v, v - 1, . . . ,  1 all intervals from 3iw,~ ~ are 
covered by elements of T. 
Case 1: j i+ l  - - j i  = 1 and ci+l :/: qk,.,. All intervals of 31 are covered by pj, = ci. 
Let us consider the intervals of 3~. Let g be the smallest natural  number such 
that Pg+I,Pg+2 . . . .  ,p j~  T. If g =0 all intervals of ~3 ~ are covered by Pl . . . . .  Pj,. 
If g > 0, then, by construction, there is some i' ~ {0 . . . .  , i - 1 } such that j~. < g = 
ji,+ 1 - 1. Observat ion 1 yields r(pg) >1 I(qk,+,) >>- l(qk,). Thus the minimal  elements 
of intervals from ~3 i belong to { P9 +1, P9 + 2, -.- ,  P~,} and these intervals are all covered 
by T. 
Case 2: j i+ l - -  j i  > 1 or ci+ l = qk,+,. 
Case 2.1: c~ = qk,. Then Pk, < qk, and iteration i of the pr imal phase implies 
kg+ 1 - k~ = 1. All intervals from ~ are covered by qk,. Let us consider the intervals 
from 3g. Let h be the smallest natural  number such that qh+l, qh+2 . . . . .  qk, 6 T. If 
h = 0, all intervals from 3~ are covered by ql . . . . .  qk,. If h > 0, then, by construction, 
there is some i' ~ {0 . . . . .  i - 1 } such that h = kr + 1 - 1. F rom Observat ion 2 we derive 
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that ci = F(li) < qm, m = 1 . . . .  , h. Consequently, the intervals from 23i are covered by 
qk . . . . . .  qn+ l, or Cr (note pj,. < Cr and r(pj,.) >t r(pj,.+ l) >>- "" >~ r(ps)). 
Case2.2: c i#qk, .  Then, by the definition of k~+l in the primal phase, 
r(ci) =f ( l i )<  l(qk,~,-1). Hence all intervals from -3i are covered by ci. Finally we 
must study the intervals from ,3~\.3g. Let g be the largest natural number less than 
kg such that poeT (if g < ki - 1, then Po+l . . . . .  Pk,-I E T). By construction, there 
is some i 'e{0 , . . . , i -1}  such that j r<g=j r+~- l .  Observation 1 yields 
r(p o) >>- l(qk,.+,) >>- l(qk). Thus, ifg = k~ - 1, there is no further interval in ,3~\,3~ and if 
g < ki - 1 all these intervals are covered by Po+~ . . . . .  Pk,-I. [] 
Remark 1. If the elements of P (as intervals on the real line) are given by their two 
endpoints, then our algorithm has complexity O(IPI 2) since after an ordering of the 
left endpoints and of the right endpoints each iteration can be carried out in time 
O(IPI). 
We say that the hypergraph I~=(V,t~) has the Helly property if for 
~' ~_ ~, Ec~E' :/: 0 for all E, E' e ~' implies ~e~e,E # 0. The line graph L (~)  of .~ is 
a graph whose vertices are the edges of .~, the vertices E, E' being adjacent iff 
E~E'  ~ O. 
An important sufficient condition for the K6nig property is the normality of 
a hypergraph, cf. [1]. One possible definition is as follows: A hypergraph ,~ is normal 
iff .~ satisfies the Helly property and L(,~) is a perfect graph. 
The order-interval hypergraph of an interval order is not necessarily normal. 
Consider the interval order given in Fig. 1 and represented by the intervals 
q~(a) = [0, 3], q~(b) = [1,4], q~(c) = [2,6], ~0(d) = [5,8], q~(e) = [7, 11], q~(f) = [9, 12], 
~o(g ) = [10, 13]. Its line graph contains the induced 5-cycle ([a, e], [c, e], [c, g], [b, g], 
[a,f]),  i.e. cannot be perfect. It is interesting that there is another situation for the 
dual hypergraph. 
Theorem 4. I f  P is an interval order, then the dual of the order-interval hypergraph is 
normal, in particular ~(.~(P)) - p(.~(P)). 
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Proof. From a result of Gi lmore (cf. [1]) it follows that the dual ~* of a hypergraph 
= (V, ~) has the Helly property iff for any three edges EI ,  E2, E3 of .~ there is some 
edge E ~ ~ containing the set (E 1 c~E2)w(E~ c~ E3)w(E2 c~ E3). We are working with the 
order-interval hypergraph of an interval order P. So, in verifying the Helly 
property, we have to prove: For any three maximal intervals [P l ,q l ] ,  
[P2,q2],[P3,q3] there is some interval [p ,q]  containing ( [p l ,q l ]n[p2,q2])vo 
([pl ,ql]c~[p3,q3])w([p2,q2]c~[p3,q3]).  Choose p (resp. q) as that element from 
{Pl ,P2,P3} (resp. {ql,q2,q3}) which appears at least twice if I{Pl,P2,P3}I ~< 2 (resp. 
]{ql,q2,qa}[ <~ 2) and under the condition r(p) <~ r(pl), i=  1,2,3 (resp. I(q) >~ l(qi), 
i = 1,2, 3), otherwise. Then it is easy to see that [p, q] satisfies the desired condition. 
To prove the perfectness of L03*) we will show that it is perfectly orderable. 
A graph G is perfectly orderable if it admits an acyclic orientation of the edges which 
does not contain an induced subgraph isomorphic to the graph of Fig. 2, the forbidden 
subgraph (perfectly orderable graphs were introduced by V. Chvfital who also proved 
that they are perfect [31). 
L(~3*) can be represented as the graph on the vertex set P, two points v, w being 
adjacent if there is an interval containing v and w. Since P is finite we may assume 
without loss of generality that the ]P[ right endpoints r(p), p ~ P, are pairwise different 
(otherwise this can be obtained by small translations). For any edge vw of L(.~*) we 
introduce the orientation 7~ if r(v) < r(w). Of course, this gives an acyclic orientation. 
Let us assume that there exists the forbidden subgraph of Fig. 2. Then 
r(a) < r(b) < r(c), r(d) < r(c), and there are intervals [Pl ,ql] ,  [P2,q2], [P3,q3] con- 
taining a and b, b and c, c and d, respectively. 
Case 1: a # Pl. Take p e {Pl,P2} such that r(p) <~ r(pi), i = 1,2. We show that 
[P, q2] contains a and c: Evidently, c ~< q2, and since pl < a we havep < a. I fc  = P2, 
then (since b, c e [P2, q2]), c < b, i.e. r(c) < I(b) <~ r(b), a contradiction. Consequently, 
P2 < c, implying p < c. If c = q2, then b < c implying a < c = q2. If c v a q2, then 
c < q2 implying a < q2. 
Case 2: a = p~. Then a < b, i.e. r (a )< I(b) and since ac and ad are not edges 
r(a) >~ l(c),r(a) >~ l(d). Moreover,  c < q2, i.e. r(c) < l(q2), since c = q2 > b is 
impossible in view of l(c) <~ r(a) < r(b). We show that [P3,q2] contains b and d: 
If d ¢ P3, then r(p3) < l(d) <~ r(a) < l(b) <~ r(b) < r(c) < l(q2), r(d) < r(c) < l(q2). If 
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d = P3, then r(d) < l(c) <~ r(a) < l(b) <<. r(b) < r(c) </(q2). Thus bd would be an edge, 
a contradiction. [] 
In the following we will describe an algorithm for the determination f~(~(P)) and 
p(~(P)) (P an interval order), from which the K6nig property of ~* can also be 
derived. Again we suppose that P has no isolated points (otherwise delete first such 
points and add them back at the end to the independent set and, as one element 
intervals, to the edge cover). 
Let pl, ... ,Ps be the minimal elements of P where r(pl)<<. "" <<. r(p~) and let 
ql, .-. ,q, be the maximal elements of P where l(ql) <<.... <<. l(qt). We consider r
(resp. I) as an s-element (resp. t-element) array. Now we use a usual two-way 
merging procedure (cf. [8]) to obtain an ordered (s + t)-element array a, i.e. 
a(1)~< ... <~a(s+t) and every number r(pi),l(qj) appears exactly once in 
(a(1) . . . .  ,a(s + t)). Here the numbers I(qj) have a higher priority than the numbers 
r(q~), i.e. if r(pi) = l(qj), then l(qj) appears before r(pi). 
Put on the real line at the point k a left parenthesis '( '  if a(k) is some number (pi) 
and a right parenthesis ') '  if a(k) is some number l(qj). Thus we obtain e.g. a sequence 
of the form: 
( ( ) ) ) ( ) ) ( ) ) ( ( ) ) ( ( ) ) ( ( ( ) ( )  
' '  ' ' ]1 ' '11 ' '11  
I . . . . . .  
1 K*ko Klkl K~k" s+t  
Briefly we will speak of the parenthesis at k. Every such sequence has a unique 
'parenthesization' obtained in the following way: Close all pairs of left and right 
parentheses which are either adjacent or separated by other such pairs, repeating the 
process until no further pairing is possible. Obviously, this parenthesization (which is 
only an illustration) can be obtained simultaneously with the two-way merging 
procedure using stacks (LIFO). The remaining unpaired parentheses, which we call 
free parentheses, form a sequence of right followed by left parentheses, in our example 
it is 
) ) )  ( (  
The first (resp. last) parenthesis  a left (resp. right) one since otherwise ql (resp. Ps) 
was a minimal and maximal element, i.e. an isolated point. Let at K* be the last free 
right parenthesis (which arises from the maximal element q*), and let at k* be the first 
free left parenthesis (which arises from the minimal element p*). If there is no free right 
parenthesis we put K* := 0, a(0) := - ~,  and if there is no free left parenthesis we put 
k* := s + t + 1, a(s + t + 1):= c~. We change the parenthesization a little bit. If there 
are free right parentheses we pair now the left parenthesis at 1 with the right 
parenthesis at K*, and if there are free left parentheses we pair now the right 
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parenthesis at s + t with the left parenthesis at k*. Thus, in general, we lose one free 
right (resp. left) parenthesis and we create one new right (resp. left) parenthesis which is 
before K* (resp. after k*). 
The parentheses at K* and at k* are separated by complete blocks of 
closed parentheses: (k0,K1), (kl,K2), ... ,(kb 1,Kb), where k0 = K* + 1, 
kl =K,  + 1 . . . . .  kb-l =Kb ,+1,  k*=Kb + l, ben  (b=O is possible, and the 
numbers ki, Ki can be easily determined). Put Ko:= K* and kb:= k*. For 
c e {0, .. . ,b} let 
Ac := {P~ {Pl, .-.,Ps}:r(P)>1 a(k~)}w{q~ {ql . . . .  ,q,}:l(q) <~ a(Kc)}. 
Since for our p and q in A~, I(q) <~ a(Kc) < a(k~) <~ r(p), i.e. p g: q, Ac is an independent 
set for every c. 
Let 9t1 be the set of all maximal intervals arising from such closed pairs. Moreover, 
take for every free parenthesis atk corresponding tosome pl (resp. at K corresponding 
to some q j) some maximal interval having Pi (resp. q j) as minimal (resp. maximal) 
element and put them together into a set 912. Since the free right (resp. left) parentheses 
are before ko (resp. after Kb) we have 1911L.)~J~2[ = 1.'4c1 for every c = 0 . . . . .  b, and all 
minimal and maximal elements of P are covered by 911u912. 
Case 1:91,w912 is an edge cover of our order-interval hypergraph. Then we have 
already found an edge cover 9t := 91,w912 and an independent set A := Ao of same 
size, and they are consequently optimal. 
Case 2:911w912 is not an edge cover. We will show that 91:= 911u912w{ [pl, q,]} 
is an optimal edge cover (it is indeed an edge cover since every non-minimal and 
non-maximal element of P is covered by [Pl,qt]). We only have to construct an 
independent set of size 191cl = JAil + 1, and this will be achieved by adding one 
element o some A~. By our preceding remarks, in our case there has to be some 
non-minimal and non-maximal element v of P which is not covered by 91,w912. We 
have r(v) >~ a(Ko): This is clear ifKo = 0 and ifKo > 0, i.e. a(Ko) = l(q*), the interval 
[Pl ,q*] (belonging to 911 after the change of the parenthesization) would cover v, 
otherwise. Let c be the largest number from {0 . . . . .  b} such that r(v) >~ a(K~). We 
show that l(v) <~ a(k~): Assume the contrary. If c < b our element v would be covered 
by the interval in P defined by the closed pair (k~,K~+x). If c =b necessarily 
Kh < s + t (otherwise there was no maximal element greater than v), i.e. 
k* = kb ~< s + t, and there are free left parentheses. So v would be covered by [p*, q,]. 
Now it follows that A~ {v } is independent since for the minimal elements p of A~ we 
have l(v) <~ a(k~) <~ r(p), i.e. p ~v, and for the maximal elements q of A~ we have 
l(q) <~ a(K~) <<. r(v), i.e. v -~ q. After distinguishing our cases and, if necessary treating 
Case 2, we may stop our algorithm. 
Remark. If the elements of P (as intervals on the real line) are given by their two 
endpoints, then our algorithm has complexity O([P[ 2) since the ordering, two-way 
merging and parenthesization can be carried out in time O ([P [logiP]), and for the test 
whether 911u912 is an edge cover we need time O(ipI2). 
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Let us mention that such parenthesizations have been used several times before 
in other situations, e.g. by Greene and Kleitman [6] and Leeb (unpublished) for 
symmetric hain decompositions of certain posets and by Wagner and Weihe [12] 
for edge-disjoint paths in planar graphs. 
4. Concluding remarks 
Given two posets Pa, P2 the product P1 × Pz is defined on the Cartesian product 
of the ground sets with the ordering (Pl,P2) ~< (ql,qz) iff Pl <~ qi, i = 1,2. Given 
two hypergraphs S51 =(V~,~I), ~2=(V2,~2), their product is defined by 
*~1 X 82  := (]/1 X V2,~ 1 x ~2)  where ~1 x ~2 := {El  x E 2 :E  i E (~i, i = 1,2}. It is not 
difficult to see that turning to the dual hypergraphs we have (.~1 x -~z)* = -~ x ~ 
(this follows e.g. from the fact that the transpose of the Kronecker product of two 
(incidence) matrices equals the Kronecker product of the transpose of the two 
(incidence) matrices). Moreover it is straightforward to verify that for our order- 
interval hypergraphs 
.~(V, x P2) = -~(PI) X -~(Pz) 
and consequently 
-~*(P1 x P2) = -~*(P,) x -~*(P2). 
Since for hypergraphs 
v(.5~)v(sS~) ~< v(.51 x-5~) ~< ~(-9, x sS~) ~< ~(.5~)~(.5~) 
(cf. [1, p. 107]) we obtain directly: 
Theorem 5. I f  the order-interval hypergraphs ~(P1 )and -~(P2) have the K6ni9 property 
(resp. the dual K6ni9 property), then the same holds for ~(PI x PE). 
In [2] we have shown that ~(P) has the dual K6nig property if P has only one 
maximal element or one minimal element ( rivial), if P has no 3-element chain or if the 
Hasse diagram of P is a tree (maximal chains are the maximal intervals), or if P has 
exactly 2 minimal and 2 maximal elements (the incidence matrix is totally unimodu- 
lar). It is clear that in these cases .~(P) has also the K6nig property. I fP has 2 minimal 
and 3 maximal elements, then ~(P) has not necessarily the K6nig property, see the 
example in Fig. 3 where v(go(P)) = 1 and z(.~(P)) = 2. 
Further in [2] we proved the dual K6nig property of the order-interval hypergraph 
of posets which are induced by consecutive l vels in special ranked posets P (we did 
not mention in our paper [-2] that our method works also for the lattice of non- 
crossing partitions, see [9], and for the Bruhat order on the symmetric group S, which 
is a rank-preserving cover suborder of a product of chains, see [10]). In particular the 
dual K6nig property holds in the case of consecutive l vels of the Boolean lattice (this 
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Fig. 3. 
special result is a lready due to Voigt and Wegener [11]). It is interesting that there is 
another situation for the KSnig property. If we delete in the Boolean lattice Bn the 
minimal  and the maximal  element, then the order- interval  hypergraph of the resulting 
poser does not have the Krn ig  property  if n i> 4 which is not difficult to verify. But the 
determinat ion of v and ~ for such hypergraphs leads to very interesting and difficult 
extremal set problems which have relations to several wel l -known results. We will 
discuss these questions in a forthcoming paper [13]. 
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